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Welcome to the Virtual Blog of the  

2020 Mega Month of Money tour 

WEEK 8 
Thursday July 30th to Wednesday August 5th  

 

Day 50 / Thursday July 30th 
 

Oh oh, it had to start happening sometime. We’ve had such a good run with the weather over the last seven weeks. In fact, 
I just saw a tweet from John Gibson which stated that the Outlaws have had 20 successive races without a rain out. “That 
never happens” said Johnny. It’s not just here in Indiana where rain is pounding down, it’s right across the lower Midwest 
states. Here in Terre Haute we’re blaming Russell for it all. For the first time in his life he’s got himself a big 410 and can’t 
do anything with it, except sit on the bed and look mournfully out the window. 
 

But something else was nagging away at me. Last Friday while at the Harley Davidson factory I had received a polite text 
message from Inspector Clouseau in Niagara Falls enquiring after the health of Dennis and Patricia following their traumatic 
robbery the day before. He hoped that they were well and also asked that I pass on his best wishes to Patricia for her 60th 
birthday yesterday. But the casual, almost secondary reference at the end of the text puzzled me. He asked if we might 
happen to know the whereabouts of two police hats and two red Royal Canadian Mounted Police jackets that he had in 
the squad car that day. I responded that I didn’t, but promised to let him know if I became aware of any news.             
 

There was zero chance that tonight’s Indiana Sprintweek Round 5 at Lincoln Park Speedway could possibly go ahead. 
Putnamville is just 40 miles up the road from Terre Haute, so what we were getting was exactly what they would have 
been. Could guarantee that without even turning up. It wasn’t the standard “arrive, dump and get out” T-storm that usually 
hits this time of year, but solid and constant rain. A quick look at every one of the weather apps on my phone showed the 
same. Rain continuing until further advice.  
 

There was no point in trying to go anywhere. Fortunately we had the rooms for two nights, so hanging around this excellent 
hotel, catching up on stuff you haven’t done much of lately was the flavour of the day. In fact, a record was created. The 
faithful Fords just sat out in the downpour all day and night wondering where in the hell everyone was. 
 

They weren’t required for meals either. Folks either ate lunch in the hotel, or ducked across the road to the Longhorn 
Steakhouse. Those who went to the latter enjoyed a longer than anticipated stay with Blue Moons dominating the 
afternoon. In the evening it was race night via the Internet. I had arranged with the Hotel for us to use the breakfast area 
which has a lovely big flatscreen TV in it just waiting to be hooked up to FloRacing.  Wisconsin wasn’t in the rainbelt, so the 
All Stars were running tonight with the $26,000 to win Rudeen Foundation race.  

Chili Bowl 2015 - Freezing!! 

Month of Money - 2019 
Route 66 Raceway - Month of Money - 2019 
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Kyle Larson had entered, so the Promoter had already written out the first place cheque with his name on it, but they raced 
anyway to see who would come second, which just happened to be Kerry Madsen. It was a fun evening with Global 
Speedway Tours using the $375, (which would otherwise have been paid to the promoter at Putnamville tonight), to cover 
the cost of sixteen Papa John pizzas and some red and white wine. The streaming from FloRacing was faultless, as were 
the pizzas which arrived piping hot.  
 

Larson did win and the $26,000 he collected took his win tally to 21 from 33 starts since we arrived in his country on June 
7th. To take that stat further, he has finished 2nd six times, 3rd once, 4th twice and 6th three times. Someone should send 
this kid up to the big leagues!  
 

Here’s his full record since November 19th as at July 30th 2020:  

 

Day 51 / Friday July 31st 
 

Sometime during the night it stopped raining, but by the time we left Terre Haute it had started again. You don’t want to 
lose any race on the itinerary, but if there was one you prayed for to be on, it’s the Prairie Dirt Classic at Fairbury American 
Legion Speedway (FALS for short). Fairbury is in Illinois which is a little further west than Terre Haute, but importantly it’s 
a hundred and twenty miles or so further north. Just maybe that was far enough to escape the rain band we were in.  
 

We headed out from Terre Haute with some optimism that the dreadful weather will peter out as we 
go. The windscreen wipers were on constantly though as we crossed into Illinois on US36, just after 
the quaintly named town of Montezuma.  We assumed that the town must have been a sign for ‘her 
upstairs’ getting revenge for whatever it is that we have done. We all looked at each other suspiciously 
for miles, wondering just who it was that was causing the rain. But no one would admit, or own up, to 
anything.  
 

We motored on relentlessly, at times having to slow as the rain was coming at us horizontally. Passing trucks was out of 
the question. The spray made things impossible and eventually both Fords turned off into the next rest stop.  We each just 
sat there, no one daring to get out. And then my phone rang. It was Adam who, amongst others, had the Whittles on board. 
 

“Hey Pete have you talked with Bob and Pat lately?” he asked. “No, I haven’t, but I did notice they have been very quiet 
over the last few days”, I replied. “They didn’t go with us to Intercourse last Friday. I’m not sure what they did instead. I 
just figured that was probably because they have been on the go now for 51 days non-stop.”    
 

“Hmmm, maybe” said Adam “but maybe not. To pass the time in the bus this morning, I asked them if they were OK. At 
first, they were reluctant to say anything, but then they blurted out their story and couldn’t stop”. He continued “I’ll text 
you a photo in a tick so you can see for yourself.”             
  
Adam continued. “Do you remember when Inspector Clouseau was telling us and the 227 locals about the incident with the 
young thief in Niagara Falls? Well, apparently not everyone was listening as intently as you thought. Bob and Pat had 
drifted off the back of the pack and slipped over to look at the Inspector’s police car which was sitting there unattended.  
 

https://vimeo.com/444392626
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“Pat then helpfully mentioned to me at this point that in 1956 when television first came to Australia, Bob was infatuated 
with the TV show Sgt Preston of the Yukon. He used to race home from school every afternoon and sit in 
front of the Whittle family television with all the other kids in the street whose families couldn’t afford a TV. 
They’d watch William Preston go about his work arresting crooks as a Sergeant in the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police with his dog Yukon and horse Rex. And then, when that day’s episode was finished, they’d 
go out in the street and make out they were Mounties until his mum called him in for tea.  
 

“Because the TV was black and white, Bob never knew, until he was much older, that the jacket Sgt Preston wore was a 
beautiful shade of scarlet red. Once he knew that he always wanted one …..”       
 

Right about now I started to think of Inspector Clouseau’s text last Friday and suddenly felt shivers down my spine. No, 
surely not ….. 
 

Adam continued. “As they walked around the car Bob saw the two dress jackets neatly folded up on the back seat with a 
hat sitting on each one. Pat said the colour instantly drained out of his face and he became quite animated. It was rapidly 
dawning on him that here was the opportunity to do what he had always wanted to do for 64 years. And that was to wear 
a genuine Mounties jacket and hat. 
 

“Pat said well you’re not doing it without me and in a flash the two jackets and two hats were under Bob’s arm as they ran 
up the same pathway along the Niagara river that the young kid had done not an hour earlier. Perhaps not as quickly, but 
fast enough to have evaded detection. 
 

“They stopped at a small wooden platform that partly extended into the river. The government had thoughtfully provided 
seats here too which were gratefully used by the Geelong flyers to regain their breath. It was here that Bob fulfilled his 
fantasy when he took off his Global Speedway Tours hoodie (but not his beloved cap) and put on the magnificent red tunic. 
Pat did the same and they then asked a young juvenile who was walking past to take their picture.  Which he kindly did 
before then quickly running off with two brand new black and orange hoodies to replace the wool he had nicked earlier. 
 

“But Bob wasn’t concerned. His job was done, but then he began to think about the consequences of his impulsive act ions. 
On their walk back to the Hotel they went past a dry-cleaning shop. Bob stopped, took both jackets in on a whim and asked 
for one of their urgent ‘30 minute clean’. Then they found Macy’s and bought two new sweaters while at the same time 
scoped out where the Post Office was. 
 

“With the cleaned jackets and the address of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Niagara Falls, Bob and Pat then visited 
the Post Office and sent an anonymous parcel to Inspector Clouseau, along with a thankyou note from a Mr Heath Pursell.”                            
 

I had the phone on loudspeaker so everyone in my bus now knew what everyone in the other bus already knew. When 
Adam finished telling the story, Bob and Pat got a stirring round of applause.  And, at exactly the same time, the rain 
stopped and in 10 minutes the sun was out and the roads were steaming, it was that hot. The burden Bob had carried since 
last Thursday had finally been lifted from his shoulders and he had, it appeared, been forgiven ……. by everybody. 
 

The photo that Adam sent me of Bob and Pat in the Mounties jackets was shown around on the bus, but cannot be 
reproduced on here ....   
 

Footnote:   
Out of politeness I texted Inspector Clouseau from under Russell’s car park trees tonight at FALS to let him know that I didn’t 
have any news on his two jackets, but hoped that he had been able to locate them. He responded with a quick note to say 
that they hadn’t been stolen after all. He’d forgotten that he had locked them in the boot of the police car.  Yeah sure …...         
 

Lunch was pre-selected in Atlanta, Illinois on Route 66. The Palms Grill Café has been a stop for years whenever we are in 
the vicinity. Which is often, because we are up and down I-55 almost as much as we do on I-70. The sun was shining outside, 
but it was a sad place inside with the news being relayed to us that Sunday would be the last day of trading for the current 
Management. Over the years we had seen a number of different teams in the Café. These two were the most memorable.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVCt_8Wr3t8
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Our accommodation for the two nights of the Prairie Dirt Classic was the Best Western in Pontiac, also on Route 66. We 
checked in, loaded in and immediately left again for Fairbury. The PDC is an enormously popular event and is always sold 
out Saturday night with Friday pretty much the same.  It’s all reserved seating and we have that, but the car parking 
situation is critical. Arrive any later than 4.30pm and you’ll be parking in the next town.  
 

We were able to secure the same spot as we have had for the last four years. Lovely green grass which three years ago we 
found out was so lush because we were parked next to the Fairbury Treatment Works. Last year on the Friday we met the 
Manager of the plant who promised to reserve us a spot the next night, as well as the use of his golf cart to get to and from 
the track. Well that deserved a koala or kangaroo, or both, and we had them ready but he didn’t front.  Nor did he tonight.  
 

But the ladies who locked their keys in the car last year were back in their same spot next to us and asked if “Hugh” was 
on the tour again. So, Bob if you’re reading this, we said hello for you.    
 

The World of Outlaws sanction the PDC and this year a multitude of high-quality Late Models have signed in. The usual 
saying here is that any one of 40 drivers could win the $50,000, let alone just make the Saturday feature. The same with 
the Modifieds. Not a class that excites me much, but they do here. No leaving the stands and getting something to eat 
when they are on the track at FALS.  There’s 71 Late Models and 82 Modifieds in the pits this weekend so I could go hungry.  
 

The format here for both classes is qualifying in the normal way, but the four ‘heat races’ are 25 laps each. Essentially eight 
feature races on opening night. The top 4 transfer directly to the Saturday A main. Tomorrow night sees three B Mains of 
10 laps each for all but the 16 transferred cars, with the top two in each moving into the 22 car field for the 100 lap A Main. 
Provisionals are then added and last year 27 started on the high banked fairground ¼ miler. 
 

I think I’m too old to have a hero now, but if I did, then Brandon Sheppard would be it. Definitely the Kyle Larson of the 
Late Model fraternity. The reigning Prairie Dirt champion, Sheppard comfortably transferred through his ‘heat’ and 
depending on what the Yanks call the re-draw, he will start in either of the first two rows tomorrow night.                          
         
Day 52 / Saturday August 1st 
 

We almost tried to fit in a tad too much today knowing that we needed to be back at the Treatment Works no later than 
3.00pm to secure a decent spot. If you’re late, you get sent right down the bottom near the lake and I’m sure you can 
reasonably guess what kind of a ‘body of water’ that is.  
 

Even though we started out at 9.00am to drive the 26 miles to Streator to visit the irrepressible Dee Tattersall in her home, 
plus view her late husband’s mural and gravesite, then take her to an early lunch, then get back to the Best Western and 
then get the FALS deluxe car spot, we only just made it. Four hours before racing started, but it’s what ya gotta do. 
 

Dee Tattersall is the widow of Bob Tattersall, a man who definitely deserves the Legend status he was afforded in Australian 
speedcar racing. Indeed, in America as well with USAC, but it was Australia where Tatts was most loved. Dee never refers 
to him as Bob, just Tatts. She was definitely fond of him that’s easy to tell.  

If Tatts was still alive, he’d be 96 but sadly lung cancer took him to an early grave in 1971, aged 47. In the 
picture on the previous page he’d already been diagnosed with terminal disease by an Adelaide doctor.  
Do yourself a favour and watch this 3½ minute video produced in her house in November 2019.  And 
then guess how old Dee is. Don’t know?  Add 33 to the number of the car in the mural and you’d be right.                                                        
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEzg3-0R4ug
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We loved the visit and she did too. Especially lunch at the local Golf Club, the Eastwood. She had us in stitches with stories 
of goin’ racin’ with Tatts across the US. 1969 was the best she said. The year he won the USAC National Midget Title.     
 

It was time to get Dee back home, but before doing so she asked to be taken to his gravesite one more time where we 
paid our respects with her. Then it was race pace back to the hotel to collect our stuff and then get to Fairbury for our 
prized parking spot. Which we did, timing it beautifully.  
 

Four hours later racing commenced and our view from the packed turn 4 grandstand was as good as anywhere else because 
we could all see Brandon Sheppard go back to back for his third PDC victory.  Two more and he will equal Bobby Pierce and 
Billy Moyer for the most since it started in 1990.          
 

Day 53 / Sunday August 2nd 
 

Further west into Iowa today with the three hour drive from Pontiac to Burlington on the Mississippi River. The All Stars 
had raced at Knoxville last night and on their way back east into Ohio made a Sunday night stop at a track that is way better 
than it gives itself credit for. 34 Raceway is a little jewel in the crown with spacious parking, several great grandstands and 
excellent concessions. And the track itself provided super racing.  
 

Pontiac saw the last of us around 11.00am, making the most of a late check out allowance. Breakfast is an interesting 
phenomenon in a hotel. It’s not free, because clearly the cost is factored into the room price. But because you don’t have 
to pay extra to have breakfast, you tend not to miss turning up, no matter how much your head hurts from the night 
before.  I’ve seen people (not us) wander in and eat in their pyjamas just before it closes at 9.00am, fully intending to go 
back to bed for a couple more hours afterwards. These people pile as much as they possibly can get onto their plate, just 

because it’s there. And then eat a quarter of it and throw the rest away.   
 

The last time we went through Peoria on day 32 we stopped at the Sonic 
Drive-In. You remember it. The ‘order through the car window, get served 
on roller skates and eat in your own vehicle’ restaurant. This time we were 
allowed out of the bus to eat, choosing the lunch buffet at 
Golden Corral. We had yards of time so decided to pig out 
like all those people do at breakfast. It’s a popular choice 
as there is always something for everyone as Maso and 
Leroy found out.  And it’s constantly hot and fresh. If the 
servery is empty of what you want, just wait two minutes 
and it will be full again.  And they have “Golden Corral police” watching for 
people who take too much and then don’t eat it.  
 

Then there’s the ice-cream and the chocolate fountain for those so inclined.   
 

The Comfort Suites Hotel in Burlington is a brand spanker. It’s nowhere near 
the river, or the freeway. There’s no shops, fast food joints, gas stations, 
nothing, anywhere near it. But it does have an aura all of its own having 

been built in the middle of what was once a cornfield. Probably won’t be long before T-Mobile, Maccas and BP etc do move 
in, but for now it’s isolated. It is the newest hotel on the tour and is great. The fact that we only need it for a bed tonight 
means we don’t care if its remote.  Although as we were to find 
out later, it’s a great place for Sprintcar haulers to park overnight.        
 

Yes, that man in the white #57 who’s on a tear at the moment was 
racing tonight, so we had a sweep for who would come second. 
Larson was left out of it. And yes, he did win again. But Corey 
Eliason won $80 for Moose, while Teresa was either worried by 
potential dust, or she was practicing for any future pandemic that 
may hit the world.  

https://vimeo.com/454226049
https://vimeo.com/454226049
https://vimeo.com/454226049
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Later that evening while enjoying a nightcap in the carpark, we watched as a sprintcar hauler turned up and parked in the 
wide-open spaces of the massive parking lot, disgorging passengers only. There would be no washing of cars tonight. That 
job will get done when they arrive home. The photo below was just after dawn the next morning when it was silhouetted 
against daybreak.   

Day 54 / Monday August 3rd 
 

A touch of R&R today and tomorrow with the next two nights in Chicago. From Burlington we paced ourselves nicely against 
the traffic and as usual continued to 
encounter many and varied items 
being transported somewhere.  
 

Today, these giant bears popped up 
on the inside lane of I-80 sitting on a 
trailer hooked up behind an RV. And 
a few minutes later, a clearly 
unhappy semi-trailer driver without 
a return load decided to strap on his 
son’s Tonka truck, just to prove a 
point.   

And here’s a 
video to prove 
just how big 
wind turbine 
blades are on 
the road.       

And then as we were diving through the streets of Joliet, this ‘immaculate’ 1979 F150 Ford Explorer presented itself to us, 
presumably hoping against hope that its owner would forget where he parked his pride and joy.    
 

https://vimeo.com/444389870
https://vimeo.com/444389870
https://vimeo.com/444389870
https://vimeo.com/444389870
https://vimeo.com/444389870
https://vimeo.com/444389870
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As always Hooters was a terrific place to eat. This particular one in Joliet lays claim to being the first in Illinois after the 
chain was originally established in Florida in 1983. Joliet is an hour out of downtown Chicago where we need to be 
sometime after 3.00pm, so watching the clock as well was also important. The girls are always happy to oblige with a group 
photo out the front of their restaurant. 

 
The Hyatt Regency on East Wacker Drive (yes that’s a real street 
name) is probably the highest profile hotel we stay in on the tour 
with 2,032 rooms to help you get lost in. The view we always get 
from every room is impressive. Looking east down the Chicago 
River to where it empties into Lake Michigan.  
 

It was a quick check-in for me, as the black Ford needed to take 
off again to O’Hare Airport to pick up two new tour members 
who were hitting the tarmac at 4.58pm. Seeing as how it was my 
two sons Ben and Tim arriving, I figured I better go get them and 
Adam can have a break from driving for 48 hours. Both Fords will 
be safely left in one of Chicago’s quaint street corner vacant lot 
parking areas for the duration.  
 

The airport pickup was completed without any drama and Ben 
and Tim were duly introduced to everybody over dinner on the 
Magnificent Mile (aka Michigan Avenue).  
 

Dick’s Last Resort has now been superseded by 
the 7th Inning Stretch, a restaurant in Water 
Tower Place. On the 7th Level (of course). It was 
established and operated by Harry Caray, the 
much beloved Chicago Cubs’ Wrigley Field 
sportscaster.  Harry died in 1998, but the 
restaurants (not surprisingly there are now seven locations) are 
maintained and run by his widow Dutchie. Importantly, dining at the 7th Inning Stretch entitles you to complimentary 
admission to the adjacent Chicago Sports Museum – the city’s playground for sports fans.   

 2013 Month of money 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/illinois/hyatt-regency-chicago/chirc
https://www.harrycarays.com/harry-carays-7th-inning-stretch-mag-mile.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3MM6Np87V0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3MM6Np87V0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3MM6Np87V0
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After dinner and the Sports Museum, we walked back up to the Chicago River where it runs right through the heart of the 
Windy City.  The Riverwalk makes for a most beautiful night stroll to give you an image of Chicago that you would have 
never thought possible. After which, you take a left turn into State Street and walk to Lake. This corner provides the best 
view possible of the L Train, the elevated railway that runs through Chicago and gives it its “gangster feel”. At night makes 
it particularly eerie which could then then lead you to any one of these eight bars which had notorious mob connections.          
 
Day 55 / Tuesday August 4th 
 

One of the traditions on the Month of Money tour, is 
that sightseeing and exploring Chicago is left up to the 
individual. There are numerous options to choose 
from, with the most popular being a seat on the 
Double Deckers of the Big Bus Hop On, Hop Off 
Touring Company. Breakfast is never included in 
Chicago, or New York for the same reason. It’s way 
better to get out onto the street and find a café where 
you can take a table on the sidewalk and eat and 
watch the world go by at the same time. This one on 
East Chestnut Street is highly recommended.  
 

Everyone was required back in the foyer of the Hotel 
by 5.00pm so as a group we could head out on the 
train to Wrigley Field to watch the Chicago Cubs play 
the visiting Atlanta Braves. “Taking myself out to the 
Ballgame” is one of the non-speedway highlights of 
the Month of Money tour. Reserved seats up in the nose bleed area had been obtained months ago, so it wasn’t a case of 
hoping there would be some tickets left.   
 

The Red Line subway gets you out to Addison, the station that since 1914 has dropped off close to 250 million Cubs’ fans 
at this fabulous old ball park with its ivy covered home run fence. 
There’s very little carparking so the train is best bet.  
 

The accompanying photo was taken in 2016 outside one of the 
entrance gates to Wrigley Field, which as a matter of interest is 
named after the chewing gun magnate William Wrigley Jnr who 
bought the Cubs in 1920 and six years later changed the name of the 
stadium to Wrigley Field. In 1981 the family sold the team and all 
associated property, but the Stadium has remained as Wrigley Field 
and probably will for another 100 years. One assumes that some 
money changes hands for the naming rights.   

 

In 2012, on our first ever Month of Money tour, we went to Wrigley 
Field to watch the Cubs play. Back then they were rated as one of, if 

not the worst, baseball franchise in the country. They had failed to do anything of substance by way of results since 1908 
when they last won a World Series. In the intervening 104 years the trophy cabinet remained bare. Thus in 2012 you could 
buy a Cubs’ ticket for about $7.00. Mind you, once inside a beer and a hotdog set you back $15.00. 
 

Of course, it’s now history that the Cubs won the World Series in 2016 and hence on the 2017 tour we couldn’t afford a 
ticket to Wrigley Field. The price had skyrocketed into the hundreds, such was their popularity. Things have settled down 
a bit since and thankfully a ticket to a Cubs ballgame is now affordable once again.  
 
 

https://www.thrillist.com/drink/chicago/8-chicago-bars-with-notorious-mob-connections
http://www.tempochicago.com/
http://www.tempochicago.com/
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Day 56 / Wednesday August 5th 
 

It’s time to head south and take a look at the remarkable Route 66 (at least some of it) as it winds its way from Chicago to 
California. The entire 2,448 miles (3,940 kms) is driveable, but for now we only want the bit between Chicago and St Louis. 
You can take I-55 for this drive and it will only be 4 hours and 49 minutes, but we’ll take the next 40 hours or so to end up 
in the Gateway City ready for the Outlaws at the Iron Man 55 
in Pevely on Friday and Saturday. 
 

Although Route 66 starts in downtown Chicago, trying to 
follow it through the city and suburbs now is next to 
impossible.  There is a map, but quite frankly it’s too hard, so 
jumping on the Interstate to clear the city traffic is easily the 
best bet. Which we do until Joliet. Not Hooters again, but the 
R66 Information Centre for some literature on the history of 
the road which makes for good reading ….. if you’re that way 
inclined. Plus, for the last 10 years there’s been a full-blown 
midget in the foyer which remembers the old Joliet Stadium, 
a hot bed track for the budding Bob Tattersalls of the sixties. 

 

From Joliet it was to Chicagoland, the NASCAR track which is actually on the old 
Route 66. 66 is not an officially designated highway any longer and it carries 
other road numbers, but the historical society has, with Government assistance, 
erected hundreds of brown marker signs along the entire 2,448 miles, telling 
holiday makers exactly where the old ‘Mother Road’ alignment is at all times. 
 

A stop at Chicagoland, Route 66 Raceway (the drag strip) and the half mile Dirt 
Oval is compulsory every time. We have established a wonderful rapport with 
Charlie Lindsey who takes care of the Dragstrip as if it was in his own backyard. 
And at the same time he has complete access to the giant NASCAR facility in the 
complex. And the dirt track. It looks as though it’s becoming something of a 
status symbol for NASCAR tracks now to have a short track speedway 
somewhere on their property.  
 

All pre-arranged, Charlie knows when we are arriving and so must the guy on the 
gate (he’s been there as long as we have been turning up) who also must know 

when we are coming because he’s always got his 2013 Global Speedway Tours cap on to welcome us.  
We drove into the dragstrip via the staging area and stopped right on the starting strip next to the 
‘Christmas tree’ starting lights. Charlie and crew are there waiting for us and what they were doing today 
was a sight to see. They were burning off the accumulated rubber that had been laid down last weekend 
courtesy of thousands of horsepower at the rear wheels of hundreds of drag cars.  Here's how they do it.     
     
When Charlie’s finished telling us all he can about the dragstrip he says, “righto, hop in and have your race 
and then follow me”.  Yes, the two vehicles get to go head to head down the drag strip. But very 
responsibly of course. We meet down at the end where the sand trap is. And then it’s over to the ½ mile 
Dirt Track that occasionally hosts USAC, the All Stars and the Outlaws, but not regularly. In the main this 
oval clay track makes its money out of demolition derbies and monster trucks.     

 The Dirt Track at Route 66. Photo courtesy Dennis Little.  

file:///C:/Users/Peter%20Physick/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/Here's%20how%20they%20do%20it
https://vimeo.com/444809344
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Our last stop on the Charlie tour is the NASCAR facility. We pull in under the massive main straight grandstand, park the 
Fords, the doors to the corporate lift area are unlocked and away we go up the top level where the media centre is. The 
view from up here, behind glass, is outstanding, but it’s even better one more level up when we go out into the open air 
and stand where the spotters do for the races.  

It’s one of the highest points in the greater Chicago area and provides a wonderful view not only of the races, but the 
entire surrounding countryside in every direction.  
 

Having seen the track from this height, it’s was only fair and reasonable that we headed back down and drove around it at 
some speed. Not fast because Charlie was leading us!! What we are offered year after year from Charlie is simply incredible. 
He never fails to deliver on each tour as he shows off his baby with even more pride than he did the year before. Last tour 
we gave him an Appreciation plaque which hopefully conveyed our gratitude for what he does for us. Judging by his body 
language, it more than did the job. Eventually it all came to an end and after thanking our host profusely we drove out very 
satisfied, but hungry. So, Nelly’s at Wilmington it was.  
 

We have often stopped at Nelly’s, but as yet no one has attempted the Bomb, her massive hamburger 
and fries that must be ordered an hour before arriving. But it may have given Tim some ideas for later in 
the tour. Tina always likes to have her guests sign the ceiling and provides a ladder and textas to do so.         
 

Onwards down Route 66 we went through towns such as Elwood, 
Diamond, Braidwood, Godley, Braceville, Gardner, Dwight, Odell, 
Pontiac, Ocuya, Chenoa, Lexington and Towanda before arriving in 
Bloomington around 5.30pm. So, what’s in Bloomington?  
 

Well it’s not the Kinser family because they’re in 
Bloomington, Indiana. We’re in Illinois and the McLean 
County Fair is on and there’s a Tractor Pull tonight.  
And we’re going because it makes sprintcar racing look 
like a white collar sport.  
 

Ear plugs and face masks should be the order of the day, but no one has any so some just make do with 
sticking their finger in their ear.  Terry no doubt would have loved a flat white at right about this moment.   
 

https://vimeo.com/445149701
https://vimeo.com/445149701
https://vimeo.com/445130493
https://vimeo.com/445130704
https://vimeo.com/445130704
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Day 57 / Thursday August 6th 
 

More of Route 66 before hitting St Louis and welcoming four extra tour members.  
 
Please now go to Week 9 of the Virtual Blog for the 2020 Mega Month of Money tour 
Or return to Part 2 of the website Blog to find Thursday August 6th and read from there. 
You can also find Part 1 - June 9th to July 15th (weeks 1-5) at this link.    

http://globalspeedwaytours.com.au/2020/07/17/the-2020-mega-month-of-money-virtual-blog-part-2/
http://globalspeedwaytours.com.au/2020/01/10/the-2020-mega-month-of-money-blog-part-1/

